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The AM Labels stand-alone touchscreen 
labelling system is an intuitive, user-friendly 
solution designed to make printing labels 
easier for a range of packaging environments.

Designed for business flexibility, AM Labels 
standalone solution can either access a 
remote or a local product database.

With a selection of user friendly features, 
including a colour coded selection process, a 
search function with onscreen keyboard or by 
simply scrolling through products, selecting 
the labels you require could not be simpler.

Aimed at increasing business efficiency, the 
solution has proved to reduce label waste with 
its distinctive product selection process, and 
ensures that minimal training will be required 
to use the system.

Database management could not be easier 
and can be controlled either locally or 
remotely. The terminal, which can be Wi-Fi or 
LAN enabled, can request a new database 
from a central location, allowing administrators 
to control data on the terminal for various 
sites from one location. Local updates are 
also possible with the use of a flash drive; just 
simply plug in and upload.

Includes database management tools to 
utilise your existing product database.

A variety of ways to select products based on 
user preference.

Can be entirely tailored to your labelling 
needs.

Product databases can be uploaded 
automatically via WiFi, LAN or Local.

Easy media loading on the printer ensures 
trouble-free use.

Fast throughput at 125mm per second – ideal 
for just-in-time product labelling requirements.

Key Benefits:
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Features:
Product Categories

The smart search facility allows you to enter as much or 
as little description of a product to query the database.  

Select-a-label allows labels to be stored on a USB stick,  
which then can be updated simply avoiding the need for 
hard-coding into the software.

The database can be updated via Wifi or Lan 
connections for instant availability, or through a local 
method on a USB stick .  

Select-a-label will automatically detect a new printer 
installed on the touch screen system and select it for 
printing.  

Ability to choose from a range of labels that have been 
pre-designed. This can be changed between prints .

All previous printed labels are stored in a history CSV 
file, allowing analysis of print history and throughput.  
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Screen Layout

Smart Search Facility Easy Label Updater

Database Updater Auto Printer Selection

Label Select Facility Label Print History
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